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About Peter - 180 words

Peter Janson is a Boston-based solo guitarist whose passion for weaving elements of Jazz,
European, Celtic, and improvisational music into originals and arrangements (covers) have
earned him critical acclaim: “the substance of great jazz presented in an original and accessible
style. Truly great!” (Jazz keyboardist Steve Hunt), “absolutely one of the best, heartfelt, acoustic
players today” (Grammy winning producer, Chuck Ebert), and “a rare
10+” (Spirit of Change Magazine).
He has performed extensively throughout North America; notably at Carnegie Hall Weill Recital
Hall, Montreal Jazz Festival, Healdsburg Guitar Festival, Argenta Acoustic Music Series, WUMB
Music Festival and more. His guitar work on “Old Black Roller” by Grant Maloy Smith spent
17 weeks on the Billboard charts, including eleven weeks in the Top 10. Peter ’s jazz- laced
“Beautiful Day” record won Best Contemporary Instrumental Album (NAR Music Awards), and
he’s had three solo guitar albums in the Top Five of the NAR radio charts. Peter has over 2million BMI verified broadcasts across all media spanning 88 countries.
Dirty Linen Magazine says, “Peter Janson is a gifted acoustic fingerstyle player.”

About Peter - 50 words
Peter Janson is a Boston-based solo guitarist whose passion for weaving elements of Jazz,
European, Celtic, and improvisational music into originals and arrangements (covers) have
earned him critical acclaim: “the substance of great jazz presented in an original and accessible
style. Truly great!” (Jazz keyboardist Steve Hunt), “a gifted acoustic fingerstyle player” (Dirty
Linen Magazine)
https://peterjanson.com
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Career Highlights
♦ Janson performed at the legendary Carnegie Hall
Weill Recital Hall as guitarist for Grammy winning
flutist Wouter Kellerman (2018)
♦ Janson performed on Dust Bowl: American
Stories by Grant Maloy-Smith which reached #2 on
BillboardI Heatseekers chart and was 11-weeks in
the Top 10 (2017)
♦ Janson played multiple American Fingerstyle
tours with award-winning guitarist Steve Davison
and Tracy Moore
♦ Janson played two A World of Guitar tours with
virtuoso guitarist Aaron Larget-Caplan
♦ Janson played multiple American Guitar Masters
tours with award-winning guitarists Larry Pattis
and Steve Davison

♦ Janson has performed with or shared
stages/bills with such luminaries as Tim Farrell,
Michael Manring, Steve Hunt, Henrik Bridger,
Bertram Lehmann, Ed Gerhard, Alex Degrassi,
Dakota Dave Hull, Chris Proctor, Jamie Bonk,
Ken Bonfield, Brooks Williams, Shane
Jackman, Greg Greenway, Tim Harrison,
Kinobe, Aine Minogue, Aoife Clancy, Robbie
O'Connell, and many others
♦ Janson performed and co-wrote music with
Smooth Jazz Canada Awards”Guitarist of the
Year” (2004) nominee Jamie Bonk
♦ Janson's recording of “Christe Redemptor”
was featured in the CBS News documentary
“Living in the Shadows: Religion's response to
human trafficking” (2015, and continued
rotation)

https://peterjanson.com
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Tracks
● Om Bara (Peter Janson)
● Green & Golden (Ralph Towner)
● Coddiwomple (Peter Janson)
● The Magic Box (Francis Bebey)
● A Map of the World (Pat Metheny)
● One Blue Heart (Peter Janson)
● Cinema Paradiso (Ennio Morricone)
● Three English Folk Songs (John
Dowland)
● Venzuelan Waltz (Antonio Lauro)

Peter Janson's latest album, Places In Time, was released in April, 2017. He is
scheduled to record a new album in August of 2021 with release set for
March 2022.
This is his seventh domestic solo recording, and features original compositions
as well as his arrangements of songs written by some of the worlds greatest
composers (Ralph Towner, Francis Bebey, Pat Metheny, Ennio Morricone, John
Dowland, and Antonio Lauro). When Peter was a student at New England
Conservatory he was introduced to the music of these great musicians/
♦ inspirational to him. At that time he
composers, and their music became very
played mostly nylon-string acoustic guitar, and this album has Peter returning
♦
to his nylon-string guitar; bringing to you his joy of the instrument, his
interpretion of these legends and the ♦ original compositions resulting from
decades of musical inspiration. Places In Time is an album of guitar beauty
laced with Peter's trademark fusion of jazz, European, and world-folk styles
played with passion, artistry, and technical mastery.
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Reviews & Testimonials
“Peter Janson's music has the substance of great jazz presented in an original and accessible style. Truly great!”
~ Steve Hunt, keyboardist (Allan Holdsworth, Stanley Clarke, Billy Cobham, Angela Bofill, Elektrik Market)
"had the audience on their feet time and time again. Superb playing and material"
~ Steve Davison, producer, Argenta Arts Acoustic Music Series
"One of the most enjoyable evenings I have had, attending a concert, in almost 40 years – and I have been to
LOTS of concerts."
~ Lee Greene, concert reviewer, Jacksonville Review, Medford OR
"You know that I hear A LOT of great guitar playing; I’m very lucky. But your concert was among the very
best that I’ve ever heard!"
~ Jennifer Martin, concert promoter, Cuesta College, San Luis Obispo CA
“Peter Janson is a gifted acoustic fingerstyle player.” ~ Dirty Linen Magazine
“Peter Janson’s luscious tone and elegant compositional ideas permeate this CD of wistful and evocative
solo guitar pieces. Janson is a subtle and expressive player who exchews flashy fretboard fanfare: he imbues
every note with musical meaning and nuance.”
~ Acoustic Guitar Magazine
“Peter Janson amazed audiences with several numbers off his latest CD
~ Salt Lake City Entertainment Industry Examiner
“The listener follows Janson’s irresistible melodies, aware there is no telling where they will lead. He is not
going to go where you think he will: he will stop for several moments at unexpected junctions before
sliding down a path few travel. In a market glutted with songwriters’ frenzied attempts to communicate in
today’s fast and furious style, Janson has slipped out the back door along with other artists like Norah Jones
and Bruce Cockburn.”
~ The Carver Reporter
“The musicianship that you displayed, the emotion, sensitivity and technical prowess, was really
remarkable. I couldn't have imagined a more enjoyable evening. “
~ Rick Simboli, concert promoter and owner, Cock ‘n’ Bull, Galway NY
“Peter Janson is one of the best acoustic guitarists recording today... a true ‘artist’s soul’... Highly
recommended for acoustic music fans everywhere.” ~ Wind & Wire
“Peter, Your work Friday night in Chico was astounding. As an amateur musician with a music degree, I
have an appreciation for what it takes, and an ear for many aspects of what's going on in the music.
Especially your 2nd piece, the Metheny/Janson piece, was art in its highest form. In the middle of the piece
I noticed the whole room was still except for each note. The soft passages were still crystal clear. It's the
kind of thing I live for.” ~ Chris Wolf, Chico CA
https://peterjanson.com
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